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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, WILLIAM MABERLY

checking apparatus, which will be more fully
described hereinafter.

Fig. 10 is a transverse

LLEWELLIN, acitizen of the United Kingdom section taken through the inlet-openings and
of Great Britain and Ireland, residing at Glas adjustableband; and Fig.ll,asideview,show
gow, in the county of Lanark, Scotland, have ing the pointer and graduated scale for deter 55
invented certain new and useful Improvements mining the weight of the check-receiver.
The apparatus consists of a pillar or stand
in Apparatus for Checking or Indicating the
PeriodicalArrival and Departure of Employés, ard, A, on the upper end of which is secured
(for which I have received Letters Patent in a cylindrical box or casing, B, provided with
Great Britain, No. 2,472, dated June 7, 1881;) doors 0 in one side. In the interior of the
and I do hereby declare that the following is
a full, clear, and exact description of the in
vention, which will enable others skilled in the
manufacture to which it appertains to make
and use the same.

casing B a circular removable box or casin g,

D, is placed, the said box or casing being sub
divided, as more particularly seen in plan at
Fig. 3, into a series of compartments corre

sponding or approximately corresponding to 6:

The invention consists, ?rst, in the combi the different times of arrival and departure of
nation of a removable subdivided check-re the work-people during one day-that is to
ceiver with an outer inclosing-casing having a say, one compartment is provided to hold the
door for removing said check-receiver and checks or tallies of those who are not late at
such times of arrival, and another one or more
20 provided with a hopper for conveying the
checks to the receiver, either the hopper or the compartments to hold the checks of those who
check-receiver being connected with time are late, the amount of time late, when more
mechanism for presenting one or other of the than one such late compartment is provided,
compartments of the receiver to the incoming being approximately determined by the com
25 checks; second, in a chute having a series of partment of the box D into which the check 75
slots or openings around its sides or on the falls.
The inner removable box, D, may either rest
top, so that in the event of a crowd there may
be no delay in enabling the employés to de upon the bottom of the outer case, B, as shown
posit their checks. A movable ring or band at Fig. 2, or under another arrangement shown
surrounds or covers that part of the chute in vertical section at Fig. 4. It may be pro 80
wherein the slits are made, the said ring or vided with and rest upon a spring-balance, E,
band being formed with corresponding slots for the purpose of weighing the checks or tal
or openings; third, in an independent device lies deposited into its several compartments,
for recording the times of arrival or departure the weightbeing indicated by a ?nger or point
er, as in the ordinary arrangement of spring
35 of managers, foremen, or others, of the con" balances;
or, alternatively, each compartment
struction hereinafter fully set forth; fourth, in
a modi?ed form of apparatus involving the of the box D may be so provided with a weigh
use of a subdivided vertically-movable tally ing arrangement. From the weight the num
box or check-receiver, and means for deter ber of employés who have passed into the place
4.0 mining the contents thereof by weighing or re of employment is ascertained, each check or
cording. I attain these objects by the mech tally being of a regulated weight, while at the
anism illustrated in the accompanying draw same time the period of arrival or departure
of each employé is also determined by the com
ings, in which—
partment
of the box D in which that employé’s
Figure 1 is an elevation, and Fig. 2 a ver
check or talley is found. Under another ar 95
tical
section,
of
one
form
of
the
said
improved
45
checking apparatus. Fig. 2“ is an elevation of ran gement (indicated in vertical section at
a portion of the pillar, part broken away to Fig. 5) the inner removable box, I), is placed
show the construction of theinterior cylinders. over a drum, F, upon which is wrapped a sheet
Fig. 3 is a plan of the check-box. Figs. 4to 9 of paper, and the said box, or each division of
50 represent modi?cations of the details of the it, has a pointer, a, carrying a pencil, b, so
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placed that when a certain number of cheeks passed into the box D at another. The checks,
besides being of di?’erent sizes, may be of dif
dividual compartment is depressed and the ferent colors, if desired. The ring or band (I

fall into the compartments the box or that in

pencil makes a mark upon the paper wound

is provided with a lock to retain it in the po

round the drum. When this arrangement is sition to which it has been adjusted.
used, and when each compartment of the box
In the hollow pillar L an arrangement of
D is provided with ‘a pointer, as‘ described, apparatus to check the periodical arrival and
each compartment is also provided with a departure of managers, foreinen, and othersin 75
spring-balance,and the said compartments are charge is also provided. This apparatus con
IO

independent of each other, the box D being sists of a cylinder, M, mounted on the same
built up of segments, which may or may not spindle, Gr, with the rotating chute, and rotated
be held together by an outer casing or band.
Under another arrangement (indicated in ver

by the same clock-work which actuates the

chute J or the revolving box D. The cylinder
tical section at Fig. 6) the outer casing, B, and is covered with paper, and the paper surface is
the inner box or easing, D, may be so arranged divided by horizontal lines into a series of
that the checks or tallies of those who are late spaces corresponding to the days of one week,
will not be retained, but will pass through and month, or other period of time, and by vertical
out of the machine. To effect this, one or more lines into spaces corresponding to the various
divisions of the inner box, D, is or are made times at which the managers or foremen should
without any bottom, and in the bottom of the arrive and depart. Inside the cylinder M an

85

outer case, B, a slit or slits is or are made im

other cylinder, N, is mounted, stationary in
mediately under the bottomlesscompartments, the pillar L, and the said cylinder N has a se
whereby the checks or tallies dropped there

into fall out of the apparatus, as indicated.
25

When an inner removable box of the con

struction shown at Figs. 4 and 5 is employed,
the said box is or may be connected to a clock

work arrangement by the spindle G, whereby
it is rotated so as ,to bringits several com part
ments underneath a stationary hopper and

ries of collars or ?anges around it. The dis 9O
tance between each of these collars or ?anges
represents a working-day; and in order that
the cylinder M may fall one space each day it
is provided with a pin or roller, e’,which rests
upon one of these ?anges or collars, and at the 95

termination of each day’s working'tinie the
said pin 0’ falls through an inclined groove, 6,
onto the collar or ?ange immediately below it.

chute, which may be either arranged as shown
at H or in dotted lines at I, Fig. 4., or in any thereby moving the cylinder M downward one
other equivalent and convenient manner. In space.
the arrangement Fig. 4, wherein the check or
In the pillar L a door, 0, is made for the re
35 tally box D is rotary and connected to the act moval of the paper or card from the cylinder
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uating clock-work by the spindle G, the said M and the substitution of a fresh paper or card

box, for convenience of removal, is or may be therefor, and in. the upper part of the said
made in segments or halves. When the inner door, or in the pillar itself, a slot or hole is cut, 105
removable box rests on the bottom of the outer as indicated in dotted lines at P, Fig. 2, and
casing, B, as in the arrangement shown at by full lines in Fig. 21*‘, the size of which hole

Figs. 2 and 6, the chute J, by which the tal

lies or checks are at the proper times deliv

corresponds to one of the spaces between two
of the horizontal and two of the vertical lines
on the cylinder, and enables the manager or

cred into the several compartments of the box
IIO
D, is connected to the clock-work by the said foreman to write his name or to make a pre
45 spindle G, and is by the said clock-work ro‘ arranged mark in the said space. Instead of
tated. The hopper K, through which the paper, the cylinder may have a papier-maché,
checks or tallies are dropped into the chute, porcelain, slate, or other surface capable of
constitutes in the arrangement Figs. 1 and 2 being cleaned.
I15
the lower end of a hollow pillar, L, bolted to
Fig. 7 shows an arrangement for actuating
50 the upper side of the casing 13 and formed the cylinder M by means of a screw instead of
with a- series of holes or slits, 0, around it, so the stepped groove shown at Fig. 2; but in
that in the event of a crowd there may be no

lieu of either of these arrangements the ar

delay in enabling the employés to deposit their rangement shown at Fig. 8 may be adopted, I20
checks. A movable ring, (1, Figs. 2 and 10, and which consists of two rollers or bobbins,
55 surrounds the hopper K, and in the said ring one of which, R, is mounted upon the spindle G,
similar slots are made.
connected to the clock-work, while the other,
In using the improved apparatus it is in S, is carried in hearings in the pillar. On the
tended that the employés shall be provided roller or bobbin S a continuous ribbon of pa I25
with different sizes of numbered checks orv
per is wound, from which it is by the rotation
of the spindle G gradually drawn onto the
rival or of arrival and departure during the bobbin R, and the ribbon has spaces marked
tallies to represent the different times of ar
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day, and by partially rotating the ring or band upon it, which at the proper times come op
(I the slits or openings in the hopper are im posite the part marked T, representing the hole
mediately, previously to such times, diminished or opening through the pillar, at which times 130

in size from morning till evening, or vice versa,
so that the check or tally provided for one of the
lperiodical arrivals or departures cannot be

they are written or marked ugon by the man
ager or foreman.

Fig. 9 represents a modi?cation of the ap
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a

paratus having two check or tally boxes, one loose or removable subdivided box or receiver 35
being for checking the arrival and the other and the inclosing casing having a means for
the departure of the employés.
supporting said box, a side door, and a ?xed
Under a modi?cation indicated in dotted top, with an inlet hopper or chute project
lines at Fig. 2, the lower end of the chute J ing through said ?xed top, and time mechan
may be hinged and have a pendulous motion ism, substantially as described, arranged above
imparted to it at certain ‘times by a rod and the hopper for presenting one or other of the
bell-crank lever, or the equivalent of these compartments thereof to the incoming checks,
connected to the clock-work by a spindle pass substantially as set forth.
ing through the spindle G. Under this ar
2. In a time-check, the combination of a
rangement each compartment of the box D is chute having a series of slots or openings and 45
subdivided into a series of concentric com a movable slotted ring encircling the same,
partments, whereby the box is rendered capa with a box or casing, and a tally-box placed
ble of containing checks for more than one therein, substantially as and for the purpose
day, the chute being oscillated each day, so as set forth.
3. In a time-check, the combination of the
Under another arrangement the chute may be pillar or casing L, having the aperture P, the
dispensed with, and the top of the outer cas vertically-movable cylinder M, bearing marl:
ing or box, B, formed with slits in it and ro ings indicating the days and hours, the stepped
tated by the spindle G, so as to deposit the or graded cylinder N, and time mechanism for
checks or tallies into the compartments of the continuously actuating the recording-cylinder 55

- to describe a circle of greater or lesser radius.

20

inner box, D.

and presenting successive hours and days to

When two or more sets of the improved ap
paratus constituting this invention are used

the aperture P, substantially as speci?ed.

25 at the same place of occupation, they may each

4. In a time-check, the combination of the
subdivided vertically - movable tally box or

be provided with independent actuating clock

receiver D, and means, substantially as de
work, or they may all be actuated synchro scribed, for determining the contents thereof,
nously from a central clock by any of the well with a chute for directing the checks to said re
known electric or pneumatic synchronizing ceiver, as and for the purpose set forth.
'

30 arrangements.

Having fully described the invention, What

- it is desired to claim and secure by Letters

Patent is
1. In a time-check, the combination of the

W. M. LLEWELLIN. [L. s.j
Witnesses:

GEO. MACAULAY GRUIKSHANK,
ROBERT MILLER,
Both of 135 Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

